AL- Oruba International Schools.
“Placement Test” Materials Should be covered

Grade (10)
Study the following for the placement test
Subject
English

Math

Science

French

Materials
Vocabulary : Skills of :context clues , synonyms, antonyms, examples
Grammar: types of sentences, phrases, clauses, parallelism, modifiers.
Literature: literary devices: theme, conflict, characterization, plot analysis and
parts.
Critical reading skills: inferences, skimming. Scanning, word reference, main
ides and details.
Essay writing: SAT persuasive essay.
Algebra:* Writing algebraic expressions.
*Solving inequalities.
* Solving linear and quadratic equations.
*Solving radical
equations.
*Adding and subtracting rational expressions.
*Variation functions. Synthetic and long division.
*Probability.
*Slopes of linear functions.
Geometry: *Sets.
*Area and perimeter of plane figures. *Areas in
coordinate plane. *Triangle inequality theorem.
*Using proportional relationships. *Lines that intersect circles
*Arcs and chords.
*Angles relationships in circles.
*Sector
area and arc length.
*Inscribed angles
* Segment relationships in
circles.
. Reproductive System (Male & Female) / Types of Cells / Structure and
Function of the Cell Components / Heredity and genes / Cellular Functions/
Electricity / Waves / Simple Machines / types of Chemical Reactions
*Grammar
* Le present

*Le passé compose

*Le féminin et le pluriel

*Le comparatif

*L’imparfait
*Le superlatif

*Reading, vocabulary & Writing :
*La vie de famille et des jeunes francophones.

*Les monuments français

*Les loisirs et les passions.

*Les monuments français

*La description des personnes.

*La vie scolaire et le travail de l’avenir.
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N.B.

The placement test is computer based.
Placement test registration steps:
1. Fill in the registration form on the school’s website.
www.alorubaschools.com
2. Print out the registration form.
3. Hand in the registration form to the administration and pay the placement
test fee.
Wishing you best of luck!

